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INNOVATE or DIE.

Poster Presentation TUESDAY 5:00 - 6:30
No one has the resources or capacity to cross it alone
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THE GIRL EFFECT
GIRL EFFECT Commercialization SCRUM

SCRUN

#greatproblemsolving
GIRL EFFECT Commercialization SCRUM

NGO IMPLEMENTERS FUNDERS POLICY INFLUENCERS INNOVATORS

1/ 40 WASH ORGANIZATIONS INTERVIEWED to collect information on the topic of innovation adoption in WASH implementation settings.

2/ A ONE-DAY SCRUM with 20 WASH LEADERS to develop a pathway to commercialize WASH technologies that will benefit girls in poverty.
GIRL EFFECT Commercialization SCRUM

OUTCOMES

1/ Collectively CREATED an INNOVATION ADOPTION PROCESS.

+ 

2/ Collectively SHEPHERDED the MSR SE200 across the Valley of Death and into COMMERCIALIZATION.
contact:

tbd.collective@gmail.com

(tbd) collective